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2014 SRT Viper TA (Time Attack) Special Edition Package  

General 

 Available only on Viper SRT model 

 Single spec-package designed with unique electronic stability control (ESC), anti-lock  

braking system (ABS) and traction control tuning for extreme on-track performance     

 Only 93 units to be built in special “TA Orange” exterior paint color with additional  

33 units built in Venom Black and 33 units in Bright White   

 Curb weight is 3,390 pounds 

 Arrives at dealerships in fourth quarter 2013 

 

Suspension 

 Uniquely tuned and upgraded specifically for on-track usage and to maximize  

performance of Pirelli P Zero Corsa tires and Sidewinder II lightweight wheels  

 High-camber racing alignment for improved grip and reduced tire wear 

 Re-tuned two-mode Bilstein DampTronic suspension system features firmer levels  

of damping and smaller spread between specific modes   

 Retuned shock dampers, springs (painted orange) and road-racing derived solid sway bars   

 Lighter carbon fiber X-brace replaces standard aluminum brace  

 

Brakes 

 Brembo two-piece, wide annulus, high thermal capacity rotors and pads that optimize  

heat dissipation providing improved extreme use 

 Existing Brembo calipers feature a black anodized finish with the Viper logo shown  

in TA Orange 
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Aero 

 Advanced Aerodynamics Package includes carbon fiber front splitters and rear spoiler 

 Carbon fiber rear applique accentuates the rear width proportions 

 TA sill decals and Stryker logo on front fascia 

 

Interior 

 Same standard premium ballistic fabric racing seats from Sabelt 

 Both driver and passenger seats accommodate 3- or 6-point harness for racing belts   

 Single spec standard black interior combination includes unique orange accent stitching  

on cloth seats, instrument panel (through the cowl), center stack, console, pull brake,  

shifter boot, shifter head, steering wheel and upper doors 

 

 


